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CAUTION: 12" CLOSED BOTTOM DOOR BASE RAILS WILL NOT WORK WITH CONCEALED DOOR SHOES AND AUTO BOTTOMS.
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WS-500-DG

CAUTION: 12" CLOSED BOTTOM DOOR BASE RAILS WILL NOT WORK WITH CONCEALED DOOR SHOES AND AUTO BOTTOMS.
CAUTION: CLOSED TOP DOOR HEAD RAILS (12" AND UP) WILL NOT WORK WITH CONCEALED OVERHEAD STOPS OR CONCEALED CLOSERS.

CAUTION: 12" CLOSED BOTTOM DOOR BASE RAILS WILL NOT WORK WITH CONCEALED DOOR SHOES AND AUTO BOTTOMS.
CAUTION: CLOSED TOP DOOR HEAD RAILS (14" AND UP) WILL NOT WORK WITH CONCEALED OVERHEAD STOPS OR CONCEALED CLOSERS.

CAUTION: 12" CLOSED BOTTOM DOOR BASE RAILS WILL NOT WORK WITH CONCEALED DOOR SHOES AND AUTO BOTTOMS.
CAUTION: 12" CLOSED BOTTOM DOOR BASE RAILS WILL NOT WORK WITH CONCEALED DOOR SHOES AND AUTO BOTTOMS.
CAUTION: 12" CLOSED BOTTOM DOOR BASE RAILS WILL NOT WORK WITH CONCEALED DOOR SHOES AND AUTO BOTTOMS.
CAUTION: 20° CLOSED BOTTOM DOOR BASE RAILS WILL NOT WORK WITH CONCEALED DOOR SHOES AND AUTO BOTTOMS.
CAUTION: 12" CLOSED BOTTOM DOOR BASE RAILS WILL NOT WORK WITH CONCEALED DOOR SHOES AND AUTO BOTTOMS.
CAUTION: 12" CLOSED BOTTOM DOOR BASE RAILS WILL NOT WORK WITH CONCEALED DOOR SHOES AND AUTO BOTTOMS.